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INTRODUCTION

Ehresmann’s notion of the category of algebras defined by a (pro-
jective) sketch, along with the elementary properties of such categories and

the basic relations between such categories, are generalized to the case

of enriched categories in Chapter 6 of the author’s forthcoming book [*].
That generalization, more precisely, is to the case of 0-categories where
e) is a symmetric monoidal closed category whose underlying ordinary cat-

egory Oo is locally small, complete, and cocomplete, and where, moreover,

Ö. is locally bounded in the sense of [*]- as most base-categories of in-
terest seem to be. In the present article we set about giving more precise
results when the sketch, or the corresponding tlteory, is finitary : generaliz-
ing the results of G abriel -U lmer [7] on locally finitely presentable (ordin-

ary) categories.
It turns out that finitariness has a good definition in the enriched

case, leading to results analogous to the classical ones, only when the

base category 0 itself is suitably special. The analogy works most per-

fectly when the ordinary category Oo is locally finitely presentable in the

classical sense, and when the finitely-presentable objects of 0o are closed
under the monoidal structure of C ; that is, when the unit-object I of 0 is

finitely presentable in Co, and when the object xOy is so whenever x and

y are; in which case we say that 0 is locally finitely presentable as a
closed category.

For such a 0, a 0-category 8 is the category of algebras for a
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finitary 0-sketch precisely when d is locally finitely presentable as a

13-category; and the corresponding finitary 0-theory f is «(@f)oP, where
8r is the full subcategory of d determined by the finitely-presentable ob-

jects - whereupon @ = f-Alg. A functor T : f’ =Alg -&#x3E; f-Alg is induced

by a morphism M : f -&#x3E; J" of theories precisely when T is finitary and ad-
mits a left adjoint S; whereupon M°p is the restriction of S to the finitely-

presentable objects. Here a finitary 0-theory is a small 0-category f that
is finitely-complete in the appropriate T3-enriched sense; a morphism of

theories f -&#x3E;f’ and a f-algebra f -&#x3E; 0 are 0-functors which are le ft exact,
in that they preserve the appropriate finite 0-limits; and a 0-functor is

finitary if it preserves ( c lassical, conical) filtered colimits.
The underlying ordinary category fo of a finitary 0-theory f is it-

self finitely complete in the classical sense; and fo -Alg is precisely the

underlying category (f-Alg)o of f-Alg. A given classical finitary theory

may or may not be of the form fo for some finitary 0-theory 5 ; and when
it is so, f need not be unique.

Examples of such base-categories 0, other than Set, include R-
modules, graded R-modules, and differential graded R-modules, for any

commutative ring R ; and the categories Cal gpd, Ord of (small) cat-

egories, groupoids, and ordered sets.

Since many of the arguments below are direct generalizations of

what is true when C = Set, it was very little extra trouble to make the ar-

ticle self-contained, assuming no prior knowledge of that classical case.

We have therefore done this, but kept these references to the classical case

brief, since so much detail is available in [7] and [4].

A second part of this article, to appear later, will study the special
case of those finitary 0-theories which arise from finitary 0-monads; and
will use this study to give a syntactic description of finitary 0-theories, as
is done for the classical case in the thesis [3] of M. Coste or the book

[13] of Makkai -Reyes.
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Categories with essentially-algebraic extra structure are algebras
for a finitary 0-theory 5 , where S is usually §pd but sometimes eat. The
morphisms in 5-Alg are those that preserve the structure strictly ; and it
is more natural to study a bigger category f-Alg*, with the same objects,
but with morphisms that preserve the structure only to within isomorphism.
In a forthcoming paper [10], the author will examine the relation between

f-Alg and 5-Alg*, and combine this with the results of the present ar-

ticle, on the left adjoint of the 0-functor 5’-Alg - 5-Alg induced by a map
5 - 5"’ of theories, to describe the left bi-adjoint of the corresponding func-

tor f’-Alg* -&#x3E; f-Alg* .

0. REVISION OF NOMENCLATURE

Our general reference for enriched category theory is [*]. We sup-

pose that our chosen base-category S is a ( s ymmetric monoidal) closed

category whose underlying category Go is locally small, complete, and co-

complete. An important special case is that where 0 is the cartesian-clos-

ed category S.e! of small sets; note that a Set-category is a lo cally-small
ordinary category. The tensor product, unit object, and internal hom of

C are X O Y, 1, and [X, Y] ; and we use V: 0o -&#x3E; Set for the canonical

representable functor 0o (I, -).

Recall from Section 1.3 of [*] the careful distinction we make bet-

ween a C-category cr and the underlying ordinary category @o- which has
the same objects but has (to( A, B) = Y @(A, B); and between a 0-functor
T : d - S and its underlying functor To : (to -+ J90 It i s precisely this not-

ational distinction that allows us the simplification of writing « category»
for «S-category$ and «functor» for «0-functor» when the context makes clear
which base-category is meant.

Recall too that a 0-category is small. if the set of isomorphism clas-
ses of its objects is small. Then an ordinary category is small if it is a

small Set-category. We often use lower-case letters for the objects of small

categories.

F inally, as is appropriate for enriched categories, we use the un-
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qualified word limit to mean indexed limit in the sense of [* J Ch. 3, and

similarly for colimit - e xcept where 0 = Set and the context makes clear
that we are referring to classical conical limits.

1. FILTERED COLIMITS AND FINITARY FUNCTORS

(1.1) By a filtered colimit in the 0-category (f we mean the conical co-

limit in ti ( see [*] Section 3.8) of an ordinary functor P : 2 -+ Qo, where
the ordinary category 2- is small and filtered. Since colim P , if it exists

in (f, is a fortiori th e c olim it of P in (to, it fo llow s th at i f d admits all

filtered colimits, so does (to.

(1.2) The notion of a filtered category can be found in [*] Section 4.6,
where it is shown that filtered colimits in Set commute uatlt finite (con-
ical) limits.

( 1.3) We call a 0-functor T: @ -&#x3E; 93 finitary if (1 admits filtered colimits

and T preserves them. Clearly T is finitary if and only if To is so, prov-
ided that d and S admit filtered colimits. Of course a composite T S is

finitary if T and S are ; while, since a conservative ( = isomorphism-re-

flecting) functor reflects such colimits as it preserves ( [*] Section 3.6 ),

S is finitary if T S is finitary and T is finitary and conservative.

(1.4) Let the fully-faitlt ful T : @ -&#x3E; 93 have the l e ft adjoint S, where B

(and hence @) admits filtered colimits. Then T is finitary i f and only if
T S is so.

P ROO F. For the non-trivial part let colim P be a filtered colimit in Q.

We have isomorphisms

colim T P i colim T ST P - T Scolim T P = T colim S T P = T colim P,

the first because ST -= 1 , the second because T S is finitary, the third

because S is left adjoint, and the fourth because ST = 1 ; and the composite

isomorphism is easily verified to be the canonical map colim T P-&#x3E; T colim P.

2. FI1ITELY-PRESENTABLE OBJECTS

( 2 .1 ) lke shall call the object G of the 0-category (t finitely-presentable
(or f.p. ) if the representable G-functor @(G, -): @ -&#x3E; 0 is finitary. We
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write (if for the full subcategory of 8 given by the f.p. objects.
(2.2) EXAMPLES. The unit object I is f.p. in the 0-category 0, since

If x and y are f.p. objects in 0, so is xO y , since

More generally, if x E Of and G c @ f , the tensor product xO G is f.p. if it

exists ; for @ (xO G, - ) = [x, @(G, -)] . For any small 0-category 5, the
representable Yt = f(t,-) is f.p. in [f, 0] , since [f,0 (Yt, -) is

isomorphic by Yoneda to the evaluation Et : [ -T, T3] -+ 0, which preserves
all small colimits by [ * J Section 3.6. More generally, if G c Nr and if the

tensor product 5(t, s)OG exists in (f for all t, s E f , the object

YtOG = f(t, -)OG is f.p. in [ 5-, @] ; for now Yoneda gives

In fact the finite presentability of YTOG could also be deduced from that

of Y t and

(2.4) P ROPOSITION. I f S -l T : @ -&#x3E; 93 where T is finitcary, we have

S(Bf) C (If -
P ROO F. For G E Bf we have @ (SG,-)= B(G, T -), the composite of the
finitary functors T and 3(G, - ).

(2.5) It follows from (1.2) that, when 0 = Set and (f admits filtered co-

limits, the category Clfis closed in (t under finite (conical) limits.

Before we can exhibit other «suitable» 0 for which an analogue of

this is true, we need more examples of finite presentability in the case

0 = Set : to which we now restrict ourselves up to the end of (2.9) below.

( 2 .6 ) Set is the category o f finite sets.
P ROO F . 1 c Set being f.p. by (2.2), so is every finite s et n by ( 2.5). For

the converse, since every set X is the filtered colimit of the diagram n -&#x3E; X

of its finite subsets, we have Set(X, X) = colim Set (X, n), if X is f.p. ;
but then 1 : X -&#x3E; X factorizes as X -&#x3E; n -&#x3E; X for some finite n , whence X

is finite.
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(2.7) Let Q be the category of algebras for a one-sorted finitary algebraic

theory in the sense of Lawvere [11], and let U: (j -&#x3E; 8.,A be the underlying-
set functor. It was observed in [*] Section 4.6 that a filtered colimit in (1

is formed by taking the colimit of the underlying sets and giving this the

algebra structure which it inherits by (1.2). Thus U is finitary; so that,
if F -l U, the free algebra Fn on a finite set n is f.p. by ( 2.6 ) and (2.4).

By (2.5), an algebra A is f.p. if it is the coequalizer of two maps Fm 2 Fn

with m and n finite. {It will follow from (8.12) below that every f.p. al-

gebra has this form : so that our definition of finite presentability agrees
here with the classical one of universal algebra.} 

(2.8) The results are similar when Q is the category of algebras for a

many-sorted finitary algebraic theory in the sense of Benabou [2]. If X is

the set of sorts, the forgetful functor U: d - Set X is finitary, since its

component Ux: @ -&#x3E; Set is so for each x E X. Hence Fx n is f.p. for finite

n , where F x -1 Ux . A two-sorted example is the category of (small) graphs,
where by a graph A we mean a diagram A1 =&#x3E; A0. The graph A is called

finite if both A 0 and Al are finite ; and it follows much as in ( 2.6 ) - es-

sentially because the theory of graphs has no axioms - that the f.p. graphs
are exactly the finite ones. Two No- sorted examples are the categories of

graded and of differential graded R-modules ; it follows from the above that

A = (A i)i E Z is f.p. if each Ai is f.p. and if A i = 0 for all but a finite

number of i. fit will follow from (8.12) below that these are the only f.p.

object. } 

( 2.9) The structure of a category or of a groupoid, not being given by oper-
ations defined on a finite product, is not algebraic in the sense of ( 2.8);
it is however what Freyd [6] called *essentially algebraic*, in that it can

be described in terms of finite limits ; more precisely, as was first pointed
out by Ehresmann ([5] ; see also [1]), both categories and groupoids are

algebras for a finitary essentially-algebraic theory in the sense of [*] Sec-

tion 6.3 - which theories are the case 0 = Set of our present object of

study in this article. It follows easily using ( 1.2) that the forgetful functor
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from the category of (small) categories [resp. groupoids] to that of graphs
is finitary; and hence that a category [resp. a groupoid] is f.p. if it is the

coequalizer of a diagram F g -&#x3E; F h , where F g and F h are the free categ-

ories [resp. groupoids] on the finite graphs g and h . Once again it will

follow from (8.12) below that these are the only f.p. objects. } In particular
th e c ategory 2 = (0 -&#x3E; 1) and th e groupoid I = ( 0 ---&#x3E; 1) are f .p. ; th e set-
valued functors they represent send a category or a groupoid to its set of

morphisms, and are not only finitary but also conservative.

(2.10) We now return to the case of a general U, and consider a 0-categ-
ory (i admitting filtered colimits. For an object G of d , we must carefully
distinguish between its finite presentability in Cl - the finitariness of

@(G, - ): @ -&#x3E; 0, or equally of @ ( G, -) o : @o -&#x3E; Co-and its finite present-

ability in No - the finitariness of @(G, -) : Cto-+ 8..A, which is the comp-

osite of @( G, -) o with v ; Co - Set. Neither implies the other in gener-

al, so that neither of (tto and (to f need contain the other; and this even
for d=C.

( 2.11 ) As an example of this, let M be a group, and let 0 be the category

00 = [M, Set] of M-s ets with its cartesian closed structure. It follows

e asily from (2.7) th at G 6 S is f.p. in 00 if and only if (i) th e s et of or-

bits of G is finite, and (ii) the stabilizer of each g E G is a finitely-gener-
ated group. On the other hand, since the finitary and conservative forgetful
functor U : lo - Set is represented by the M-set M , the object G is f.p. in

0 precisely when Do( M , [ G, -]) is finitary; that is, when C)o( M X G, -) is
finitary, or when M X G is f.p. in Co; which by (i) and (ii) above is the

case exactly when G is finite. Thus the unit object I = 7 is f.p. in 0, as
it must be by ( 2.2 ) ; but it is f.p. in 00 only when M is finitely generated
as a group. On the other hand the M-set M , since it represents U, is al-

w ays f.p. in So ; but it is f.p. in 0 on ly when M is finite.

(2.12) In the case 0 = Set, let ql : P i - C be the colimit of P : 2 -&#x3E; @,
where 2 is small and filtered. Then if C is f.p., some ql is a retraction.

If, moreover, every P l is f.p., and i f Pcp is epimorphic for every 0: l -&#x3E; m
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in lil, then some ql is an isomorphism.
P ROOF. Since C is f.p. the @(C, ql): (1(C, Pl)-+ fi(c, C) constitute

a colimit cone in Set, so that 1C = ql i for some l and for some i : C , Pl.

For such an i we have

and since the @(Pl, qm): @(Pl,Pm)-&#x3E; @(Pl, C) also constitute a co-

limit in Set if P l is f.p., it follows (see [*] Thm. 4.72) that there is some

cp : 1-&#x3E;m in.? with Pcp. i q l = P O. Since q l = q m. Pcp, this gives

since P 0 is epimorphic. But qm.PO.i = qli = 1 ; so that is an iso-
morphism.

3. LOCALLY FINITELY PRESENTABLE CATEGORIES

(3.1) PROPOSITION. For a cocomplete 0-category @, the following are

equivalent:
(i) cr has a (small) strong generator q C dr;

(ii) there is a small 9 and a strongly-generating K:g-&#x3E;@ with

K (g) C @f;
(iii) there is a small 9 and a right-adjoint, finitary, conservative func-

tor T: Q -&#x3E; [go P , 0].
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are equivalent since, by [*] Section 3.6, the full

image of a strongly generating functor is a strong generator. By [ *I Thm

4.51, there is an equivalence between functors K: g -&#x3E; C1 and right adjoints
T: Q-&#x3E;[goP,0], given by T =K where K A = Q( K-, A). By definition,
K is strongly generating exactly when K is conservative ; moreover, since

small colimits in [ goP, 01 are formed pointwise, K is finitary exactly
when K(g) C crt.
(3.2) We shall call a 0-category (I locally finitely presentable (our l.f.p.
when it is cocomplete and satisfies the equivalent conditions of (3.1).

(3 .3) It follows from (3.1) (iii) that, if J: B-&#x3E; (1 is right-adjoint, finitary
and conservative, and if @ is l.fp., then 93 is l. f.p., provided that 93 is
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cocomplete. Since the cocompleteness of 93 follows from that of (1 if the

right-adjoint J is fully faithful, we conclude that a reflective full subcat-

egory ,B o f an l. f.p. (1 is l. f.p. if the inclusion J : B -&#x3E; (1 is finitary.

(3.4) EXAMPLES. The 0-category 0 itself is always l.f.p., since the ob-

ject I , which is f.p. by ( 2.2 ), is (not merely a strong generator but’) dense,

by (5.17) of [*]. More generally the functor category [f, 0] is l.f.p. for

a small f, since the representables 5(t, -) are f.p. by ( 2.2 ) and dense

by Proposition 5.16 of [*]. Still more generally, if d is I.f.p. with strong

generator q C (I f then [3BS] is I.f.p.; for the {f(t, -)OG}tEf,GEg,
which are f.p. by (2.2), form a strong generator by (2.3), the (i(G, Et-)
jointly reflecting isomorphisms.

(3.5) EXAMPLES OF L.F.P. CATEGORIES WHEN 0 = S.e1. The category
of algebras for a finitary algebraic theory, one-sorted or many-sorted, is

f.f.p. ; the objects {Fx1} xE X of ( 2.8) are f.p., and constitute a strong

generator - indeed, a regular one. The category of small categories is I.f.p.

by ( 2.9 ), the f.p. object 2 being a strong generator; and the same argument

applies to the full subcategories of preordered sets and of ordered sets.

The category of small groupoids is again l.f.p. by (2.9), the f.p. object I

being a strong generator; and the same argument applies to the full sub-

category of sets-with-an-equivalence-relation.

( 3.6) By applying the last remark of ( 1.3 ) to the finitary and conservative

Q -&#x3E; [goP,0] of (3.1), we deduce that i f (1 is l.fp. with the strong gen-

erator g C Q f, the functors Q(G, -) : Q -&#x3E;0 for G c g jo intly re flect fil-
tered colimits; so that S: 93.... (1 is finitary if each Q(G, S- ):B -&#x3E; 0 is so.

(3.7) In the classical case 0 = Set, let (i be an l. f.p. category, and sup-

pose that Q admits finite (conical) limits - which is in fact automatically
true by (7-2) below. Then finite limits commute with filtered colimits in Cl

PROOF. WE are asserting that the canonical map

is an isomorphism, where F: P x 2 -&#x3E; (1 with ? finite and -T filtered. If

g C Q f is a strong generator for d , it suffices to show th at (1 ( G, p) is
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an isomorphism for each G E g . Since Q (G, -): Q -&#x3E; Set preserves finite

limits and filtered colimits, this follows from ( 1.2).

(3.8) In the case 0 = Set, let d be a category uith finite limits and fil-
tered colimits. Then the n-th power functor ( f: (j -+ (i is finitary for each

finite n , if either (i is l. f, p, or Û is cartesian closed
P ROO F. Since the diagonal A: (1-+ Qn is left adjoint and hence finitary,
it suffices to show that the product functor fl : Qn -&#x3E; Q is finitary. If d is

l.f.p., we have this by (3.7). If d is cartesian closed, let P: 2 -&#x3E; (in have

components P ; : fl - (1, where 2 is filtered. Since the diagonal A : 2 -&#x3E; 2.n
is final by [*] Thm 4.10, we have

and since - x A : Q -&#x3E; Q preserves all colimits ( or more trivially when n =

1 or 0 ), this is isomorphic to colim Pi X... x colim Pn = II colim P .

( N ote th at, by the example in Section 3.3 of [ 9] , ()2: Q -&#x3E; Q is

not finitary when Q is the category of topological spaces. )

4. FINITE INDEXED LIMITS.

(4.1) An indexing -type H: K -&#x3E; 0 (cf. [*] Section 3.1) shall be called

finite if

(i) the set of isomorphism classes of obK is finite,
(ii) for each k, k’ E K, we have K(k, k’)E Of
(iii) H factoriz es through the inclusion Öt C U.

A finite limit (or colimit) is one whose indexing-type is finite.

(4.2) It follows from (2.2) that, if H : K -&#x3E; 0 and H’: K’ -&#x3E; 0 are finite,

so is the functor H O H’: K O K’ -&#x3E; 0 sending (k, k’) to H k O H’ k’ . It then

follows from (3.18 ) of [*] that a repeated finite limit {H?, IH’-, P (? ,-) } 
is a finite limits {H O H’, P 1.

(4.3) PROPOSITION. A (3-category Q admits all finite (indexed) limits if
it admits all conical limits indexed by finite ordinary categories and all

cotensor products xlj1A with x E Of. The converse is true if ( )n: 00 -+ 0o
is finitary for all finite n, and hence by (3.8) if Co is l, f.p. or if C is
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carte sian closed.

P ROO F. Let H: K -+ 0 be a finite indexing-type and let T: K -+ (1. Re-

placing K if necessary by an equivalent category, we may suppose ob K
to be in fact finite. Since each H k E 0 f, as does each K (k, k’) , we have
the cotensor products H klj1 T k’ and K(k, k’)^(Hk^Tk’). Since Q ad-

m its finite products and equalizers, it admits the equalizer

which by (3.68) of [ ] is the indexed limit {H, F!.
For the converse, xlj1A is by [*] Section 3.7 the indexed limit

lx, A}, where x and A are identified with functors x :g -&#x3E; 0 and A : g -&#x3E;Q .
Since ob g = {0} and since g (0, 0 ) = I is f.p. in 0 by ( 2.2 ), x: g -&#x3E; 0 is
a finite indexing-type if x E 0f ; thus x ^A exists. Next, by [ ] Section

3.8, the conical limit in d of an ordinary functor S: P -&#x3E; Q is the indexed

limit {AI, S}, where S: Pc -+ Q is the 0-functor corresponding to S, its

domain Pc being the free 0-category on the ordinary category P, and where
Al: P0-&#x3E;0 corresponds similarly to the ordinary functor AI : P-&#x3E; 00 con-

stant at 1. When T is finite, ob Po = ob T is finite, and AI factorizes

through 0f C 0 since /6 Of by ( 2.2 ). To show that A/ is a finite index-

ing-type, it remains to show that each P0(k,k’) is f.p. in 0. But

P0 (k, k’) = P ( k, k ’).I, the coproduct of P (k , k ’) copies of I ; and

9 ( k , k’) is a finite set n . Since 0 (n , I , - ) = ( )n : 0 --&#x3E;0 , to show that

n. I E 0f is to show that ()n’: 0 -&#x3E; 0 is finitary. By (1.3), this is the same

as the finitariness of ( ) n: 0o -&#x3E; Do.

(4.4) HYPOTHESIS. From now on we suppose at all times that the ordinary

category 00 is l. f. p.

(4.5) A 0-category Q satisfying the equivalent conditions of (4.3) shall

be called finitely complete, or fc.. A (3-functor T: Q - B shall be c alled

le ft exact, or l ex, if Q is finitely complete and T preserves all finite lim-

its. (The duals are finitely cocomplete, and right exact or rex .) It is clear
from the proof of ( 4.3 ) that:

(4.6) For a finitely complete (1, the fun ctor T : Q -&#x3E; J9 is left exact if and
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only if it preserves finite conical limits and the cotensor products x.rftA
with x E Of -

Now ( 2.6 ) gives :

(4.7) In the classical case 0 = Set, a category (f is finitely complete
precisely when it admits all finite conical limits, and then T : Q -&#x3E; B is

left exact precisely when it preserves these. For a general ö, if the ô-

category (f is f. c., so is (Jo; and if T: (1-+ 93 is lex, so is To : (to -+ Bo. 
(4.8) Under further hypotheses that we shall later impose on 0 we shall

show in (7.2) below that every l.f.p. category Q is complete. Hence the

hypothesis of finite completeness in such propositions as the next -which

generalizes ( 3.7 ) - is in fact otiose in practice.

( 4.9 ) P ROPO SITION . L et Q be l, f, p, and f.c., let H : K - S be a finite
indexing type, and let P: 2 [K, Cll,,, be an ordinary functor with 2 small

and filtered. Then the evident canonical map

is an isomorphism. In other words, finite limits commute with filtered co-

lamits in such an l. f. p. Q.
P ROO F. If g C Q f is a strong generator for Q , it suffices to show that

Q(G,6) is an isomorphism for all G E g. Since Q( G , -): Q --&#x3E; 0 then pre-
serves filtered colimits and all limits, we are reduced to the special case

Q= 0. Then the functor x1jt-: D -+ 0 is simply [ x, -J - 0(x, -), which

commutes (by definition) with filtered colimits when x c 0 f So, by the proof
of (4.3), it suffices to show that filtered colimits commute with finite con-

ical limits in 0 ; which is to say that they do so in Co. But this is so by
(3.7), given our hypothesis (4.4) that Go is l.f.p.

(4.10) This result may also be expressed by saying that {H, -}: [K, Q] -&#x3E; 8

is finitary for an l. f.p. and fc. Cl when H: K -&#x3E; 0 is a finite indexing type;
or e qually by saying that col im : [2 0, Q ] -&#x3E; Q is l e ft exact for an l. f. p .
and fc. Cl when 2 is a small filtered ordinary category. ( Recall from [*]
Section 2.5 that the 0-category [2 0, Q] has [2, Qo] as underlying cat-

e gory. )
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(4.11) Taking (1 = D in the first statement of (4.10), we conclude that

if H: K -* 0 is a finite indexing type, then H c [ K, 0]f.
(4.12) Let Q be l. f.p. and f. c. Then, in the sense made precise in the proof,
a filtered colimit of le ft exact functors into (1 is le ft exact.
P ROO F. We consider an f.c. category 93, not necessarily small, and an

ordinary functor Q : 2 -&#x3E; [B, Q]o where 2 is small and filtered and each

Q L ; B -&#x3E; Q is left exact; here [B, Q]o is the ordinary category ofC-func-

tors B -&#x3E; (1 and 0-natural tran sformations between them, which exists even

when [B, Q] is too big to exist as a 0-category; and what we assert is
that colimQ: 93 -+ 8 is left exact. To give Q , however, is equivalently to

give a left exact R: B -&#x3E; [2 0, Q]; and colimq, being the composite of
R with colim: [20, Q] -&#x3E; cr, is left exact by the second assertion of ( 4.10 ).
(4.13) L et Q be l.f.p. and f.c. Then, in the sense made precise in the

proof, a finite limit o f finitary functors into (i is finitary.
P ROOF. We consider a 93, not necessarily small, which admits filtered co-

limits, a finite indexing type H: K -&#x3E; 0, and a functor Q : K 0 B -&#x3E; lf such

that each Q(k,-): B-&#x3E; (1 is finitary; and what we assert is that

is finitary. To give Q , however, is equivalently to give a finitary R:

B -&#x3E; [K, Q); and {H?, Q(?,-)}, being the composite of Ff with I H, - 1:
[K,Q] -&#x3E; Q , is finitary by the first assertion of (4.10).

( 4.14) For any cocomplete (1, the full subcategory af is clo sed under

finite colimits.
P ROOF. Since Q(-, A) sends colimits in lf to limits in 0, this follows
from the case (1=0 of (4.13).

(4.15) REMARK. Note that we used Hypothesis (4.4) in the proof of (4.9).

5. LOCALLY FINITELY PRESENTABLE SYMMETRIC MONOIDAL,CLOS-

ED CATEGORIES

In accordance with Hypothesis (4.4), we suppose for this section
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that 0o is Lf.p., with strong generator H C 00 f,
(5.1) For an object G of the cocomplete 0-category (j, the following are

equival ent :

PROOF. To say that G is f.p. in (i is to say that Q ( G, -): Q -&#x3E; 0, or

equivalently Q ( G, -)o : Qo -&#x3E;0o, is finitary. Since

the result follows from ( 1.3) and ( 3.6).

(5.2) T h e following are eq ui val en t :

P ROO F. (i) implies (ii) by (5.1) and (ii) implies (iii) trivially. Given

( iii ), we first use ( iii )=&#x3E;( i) of (5.1) to deduce that Kc Of.; then use

(i) =&#x3E; ( ii ) of (5.1) to deduce that xO y c 0of if x f Cot and y E H; and
finally use (iii ) =&#x3E; (i) of (5.1), with the symmetry of O , to deduce that

0o f C 0fo.
(5.3) T he fo llo wing are eq uival ent :

(iii ) v = 0.(I, -): Do -+ Set is finitary;
(iv ) Qfo C (jo I for every cocomple te 0-cotegory Q .

P ROO F . (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by definition; (iv) implies (i) tri-

vially ; (i) implies (ii) since /6 Of 0 by (2.2); and (ii) implies ( iv) by
the part (i) =&#x3E; (ii) of (5.1).

(5.4) The example (2.11) shows that neither 0o f C Of 0 nor Cto COot is
automatic when 00 is I.f.p.; for the Do= [M, 8,,,A I of that example is

I.f.p. by (3.5). The same example shows that 0fo C 0of does not imply

co fC 0f o ; for the former holds precisely when M is finitely generated as
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a group, and the latter precisely when M is finite. The author sees no rea-

son to suppose that Co f C (3f 0 implies 0 f° C 0of, but has no counter-ex-
ample to this. The author is endebted to R. B5rger for discussions con-

cerning this example.

(5.5) We shall say that 0 is locally finitely presentable as a (symmetric
monoidal) closed category if 00 is l.f.p. and if 0o f = Of o. By (5.2) and
(5.3), a closed 0 with I.f.p. Co is l.f.p. as a closed category precisely
when 0of is closed under the monoidal structure, in the sense that I c 0 of
and x O y E Co t when x, y E Cot; while it in fact suffices for the latter that
x Oy E 0of whenever x, y c h , where h C 0of is a strong generator for 0..
(5.6) EXAMPLES. If 00 is the category of algebras for a one-sorted finit-

ary algebraic theory, and if the theory is commutative in the sense of Lin-

ton [12], then 0o admits a symmetric monoidal closed structure 0 in which
the tensor product represents the bi-homomorphisms and the unit object I

represents the forgetful functor to S-e1. In this case F 1 - I is an f.p.

strong generator in U. by ( 3.5 ), so that 0 is I.f.p. as a closed category

by the last remarks of ( 5.5 ). The closed categories 0 = Set, Set*, cig,
R0flaJ of sets, pointed sets, abelian groups, and R-modules for a commu-

tative ring R , are particular examples.

( 5.7 ) EXAMPLES. The category 0o = [M, Set] is an example of (5.6)

when the group M is abelian. The tensor product here, however, is not the

c artesian one; and (5.4) shows that [M, Set] with its cartesian closed

structure is l.f.p. as a closed category only when M is finite.

(5.8) EXAMPLES. Consider the closed categories §-R-kad, Dg-R-med,
P. of graded R-modules, differential graded R-modules, and graphs - the
first two with their classical closed structures, and the last with its cart-

esian one. In each case Oo is I.f.p. by (3.5), the f.p. objects Fi 1 form-

ing a strong generator. In the first two cases

so that 0 is I.f.p. as a closed category by (5.5). In the last case
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the various products Fi 1 X Fj 1 are all finite and hence f.p. by (2.8), as

is the unit object 1 = (1 =&#x3E; 1) ; so that again 0 is l.f.p. as a closed

category.

(5 .9) EXAMPLES. Consider the cartesian closed categories ed, Preard,
(9,,d, gpd, Equiv of (small) categories, preorders, orders, groupoids, and

sets-with-an-equivalence-relation. In each case Oo is l.f.p. by (3.5), an

f.p. strong generator being given by 2 in the first three cases and by I in

the other two. Since 2 X 2 and I x I are finite, and hence f.p. by (2.9), as

is the unit object 1 , it follows by (5.5) that 0 is in each case I.f.p. as

a closed category.

(5 .10) E X AMP L E S. A finite complete ordered set, such as 2 , with its car-

tesian closed structure, is clearly 1. f.p. as a closed category.

(5.11) For the closed categories R+ , Cgf op, 93a.n of the extended non-

negative reals, of compactly-generated topological spaces, and of Banach

spaces (see [*] Section 1.1), it is not even true that So is I.f.p.

(5.12) HYPOTHESIS. For the rest of this article we strengthen the hypo-
thesis (4.4) by supposing throughout that 0 is l. f, p. as a clo sed category.
Accordingly, both x c Dot and x E 0 fo mean the same as x E Ct.
6. LEFT EXACT AND FLAT FUNCTORS INTO 0

(6.1) If 5 is a small (3-category, we call the functor F: f-&#x3E;0 flat if

F * - : [fop, 0] -&#x3E; 0 is left exact, where * denotes the indexed colimit, as

in [*] Section 3.1.

(6.2) A flat functor F : f -&#x3E; 0 preserves any finite limit that happens to

exist in 5 ; in particular, a flat functor is left exact if f is finitely com-

plete.
P ROO F. Let H : K - 13 be a finite indexing type, and let T : K - 5 be such

that the limit H, T} exists in 5 . Let Y: 5’ [ 5°P , 0] denote the Yoneda
. embedding. Since Y preserves limits by [*] Section 3.3, we have a can-

onical isomorphism Y {H , T} = {H, Y T } ; and since F is flat, we have a

canonical isomorphism F*{H, Y T} = {H, F* Y T} . Combining these gives
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F * Y {H, T} = {H, F * Y T }; and since F*Yt = Ft by(3.9) and (3.10) of
[*], we have the desired result F{H, T = {H, F T 1.

(6.3) Any representable f(t, -) is flat, since by (3.10) of [*] the func-

t,or f (t, - ) * -: [foPt Q] -&#x3E; Q is isomorphic, for any (1, to the evaluation

Et , which by [*] Section 3.3 preserves all limits that exist. Since -* T is

cocontinuous by [ * J Section 3.3, it follows from (4.12) that any filtered
colimit in [f, 0] o f flat functors is flat, so that in particular every filtened
colimit F o f representables is flat. In fact (4.12) gives more : for such an
F and any l. f.p. and f.c. Q, the functor F*- : [f°p, Q] -&#x3E; Q is left exact.

(6.4) When 0 =Set it is a classical result (see [* ] Thm 5.38, or ( 6.7)

below) that every flat F: f -&#x3E; 0 is a filtered colimit of representables.
The author has no proof of this for a general 0 satisfying the Hypothesis
(5.12). It is however true when 5 is finitely complete ( ( 6.11 ) below) and

for certain special (9, if 5 at least admits certain cotensor products
( ( 6.10 ) below ).

(6.5) Consider an arbitrary F: f-&#x3E;0 with 5 small. The composite of

V = Cor I, -): lo - 8,,,A with the underlying functor Fo : fo -&#x3E; U. of F’ is

an ordinary functor V F 0: 50 - Set. Recall from [*] Section 1.10 that the

comma-category 1/ VFo, whose objects are pairs (t, a) with t E f and

a c UFot , is called the category el( VFo) of elements of VF. - Since a map

f (t, -)-&#x3E; F’ from a representable into F corresponds by Yoneda to an ele-

ment a E vFot , we have a canonical inductive cone u(t,a): f ( t, -) -&#x3E; F in
[f ,0] o, with vertex F , whose base is the ordinary functor

where d is the projection sending (t, a) to t ; and this cone induces a

canonical map p : colim( Yo d°p ) -&#x3E; F. When 0 = Set it is a classical re-

sult - see [*] Section 3.3 - that p is a colimit cone; so that p is an iso-

morphism. For a general 13 - even for one satisfying (5.12) - this is false.
In fact, when 5 is the unit C-category 9 with one object 0 , and with

g(O,O) = 1, so that [g, 0] = 0 and F is just an object of 0, the cone

Il consists of all maps I - F in 0o ; and this is a colimit cone for all F
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precisely when ( I ) } is dense in 0o - which is false even for S = Qk. In

the example 0 = Cat it is easily seen, when 5 = § = 1 , that the map p

from the colimit into F is the inclusion into F of the discrete category

with the same objects; and similarly for 0 = gpd.
( 6.6 ) PROPOSITION. Suppose that 0 is carte sian closed, and that V:

(3o, Set preserves coproducts and regular epimo7phisms; as is true in the

examples 0 = Set, gpg, Cat, Pard, Ord, gpd, &#x26;q-i4. T h e n, i f F : f -&#x3E; 0

is flat, the category el(VF.)oP is filtered.
P ROO F. Let T: 5, el( VF.) where P is a finite ordinary category. To

give T is to give a functor S = d T: P -&#x3E; fo and a cone ( yP : 1 -+ V FoSp),
which is equally an element y E lim V F. S. The flatness of F gives

and this latter by Yoneda is limp F Sp = lim Fo S . By the formula of [*]
Section 3.10 expressing F * G as a coend, we have a regular epimorphism

f : ZtE f Fo t X limp f ( t, Sp ) -&#x3E; lim Fo S . Applying V to f , and using the

hypotheses of the proposition and the preservation of limits by V , we get
a surjection V f : Z t V Fot X limp fo (t, sp ) - lim V FoS . Let some inverse
image of y under V f be (y E V Fot, B E lim p fo(t, Sp )). We can regard
B as a projective cone in 50 over S with vertex t . Since V Fo Bp :
V Fo t -&#x3E; V Fo Sp maps a to yp by construction, B is equally a projective
cone in el( V Fo) over T with vertex (t, a) . Thus el( V Fo)°P is filtered.

(6.7) Combining (6.6), (6.5), and (6.3), we regain the classical result

in the case 1 = SeA that F : 5 - Set is flat if and only if (el F)°p is fit-
tered, and if and only i f F is a filtered colimit o f representable s.

(6.8) We recall also the other classical result that, when 0 = Set and f 

is finitely complete, F: f -&#x3E; Set is flat precisely when it is left exact.

For flatness implies left exactness by (6.2); while if 5 is finitely com-

plete and F is left exact, it is immediate that el F is finitely complete,
so that (el F)op is finitely cocomplete and a fortiori filtered.

(6.9) PROPOSITION. L et 5 admit the cotenso r products x^- for x f Of
and let F; f -&#x3E; t preserve them. Then if V Fo : f o-&#x3E; Set is flat, the can-
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o nical cone ii of (6.5) is a co limit cone in [j,0], expressing F as a

filtered colimit o f representables in [f, 0] ; wltence F is flat by (6.3).
P ROO F. Since colimits in [f, 0] are formed pointwise by [* J Section 3.3,
C being cocomplete by [*] Section 3.10, we have only to prove that

u(t, a,s ):f(t , s) -&#x3E; F s is, for each Sf f, a colimit cone in 0 ; which

by [*] Section 3.8 is to say that IL(t,a,s) is a colimit cone in 00. Since

00 is l.f.p. by (4.4), it suffices by (3.6) to show that

is a colimit cone in Set for each x c 0of; which by (5.12) means for each
Xf 0f* For Xf Of’ however, 0o(x,f(t, s)) = fo(t, x^s) by the defini-
tion of the cotensor product xffis ; while

which since F preserves x^· is isomorphic to vF (x^s). Writing r for

xfj1s, we are reduced to proving that fo(t, r) -&#x3E; V For is a colimit cone in

Set ; which is true by (6.5).

(6.10) COROLLARY. When 0 satisfies the conditions o f (6.6) and f ad-

m its the cotensor pro ducts xfj1t for x c Of F : f -&#x3E; 0 is flat precisely
when F is a filtered colimit of representables.
P ROOF. A filtered colimit of representables is flat by (6.3). If F is flat,

it preserves the xlj1t for x c Of by ( 6.2 ), since these are finite limits by
the proof of ( 4.3). Moreover el ( V Fo)°P is filtered by (6.6 ), so that V F 0
is flat by (6.7). The result now follows by (6.9).

(6 .11) THEOREM. Let F : f -&#x3E; 0 where the small 5 is finitely complete.
Then the following are equivalent :

(i) F is le ft exact;
(ii) the canonical cone u(t,a) :f ( t , - ) -&#x3E; F of (6.5) exp re sses F as

a filtere d colimit in [f, 0] o f representa ble s;

(iii) F is some filtered colimit in [f, 0] of representables;
(iv) F lies in the closure of f°p C [f, 0] under filtered colimits

( which by [*] Thm 5.35 is the free filtered-colimit completion of f°P);
(v) F*-: [f°P, Q -&#x3E; (t is left exact forany l. f.p. and f.c. fi ;
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( vi) F is flat.
P ROO F. If F is left exact, so is Fo by (4.7), whence V F 0 is left exact

since V = 0o(I, -) preserves all limits ; so that V F 0 is flat by (4.7) and

(6.8). Hence (i) =&#x3E; (ii) by (6.9). It is trivial that (ii) =&#x3E;(iii) and (iii)=&#x3E; (iv) ;
while (iv) implies (v) by the arguments of (6.3) along with (4.12). The im-

plication (v) » (vi) is trivial on taking Q = 0; and we have (vi)=&#x3E;(i)

by (6.2).

(6.12) THEOREM. Let M : 5 - § where 5 and § are finitely complete and
is small. L et LanM F: S -&#x3E; 0 be the left Kan extension along M o f F :

5 - 0. Then if F is left exact, so is LanM F.
P ROO F. By [ * ] Section 4.1, LanM F is the composite of M ; 8 - [f°P,0],
where M S = S ( M -, S), and - * F : [f°P , 0] -&#x3E;0. But M is trivially left

exact, while - * F is left exact since F is flat by (6.11) and * is sym-

metric by [*] Section 3.1.

(6.13) REMARK. Up to this point we have used, besides Hypothesis 4.4,

only the part 0o f C Cf. of Hypothesis (5.12) - namely, in the proof of (6.9).

7. at AS A SMALL DENSE SUBCATEGORY OF THE LOCALLY FINITELY
PRESENTABLE S

(7.1) The set of finite indexing types is small ; so that by [*] Section 3.5
the closure under finite colimits of a small full subcategory q in a finitely-
cocomplete Q is again small, and in particular the free finite-colimit com-
pl etion of a small q (its finite colimit-closure in [g°p, 0]) is small.
P ROO F. By (4.1), it is a matter of observing that Z3 f is small. For 0 =

8zyt we have this by ( 2.6). This justifies the argument in (7.2) below when

0 = Sa, which then gives for any 0 satisfying (5.12) the smallness of

0 ° f’ and hence of 0f. This now gives the general case of (7.1 ), which is
needed for the general case of (7.2 ).

(7.2) THEOREM. Let S be l. f.p., let q C Ctt be a strong generator of (t,
and let Z : dj - S be the inclusion. Then

(i ) Q f is the closure of 9 in (i under finite colimits, and at is small
and finitely cocomplete;
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(ii) for each A c Q the totality of maps g: G - A with G c Qf express-
es A as the filtered colimit in Q of the functor Z od: Zo/A-&#x3E; So, where
d: Z 0/ A -&#x3E; Qfo is the projection from the comma-category;

(iii) the colimits in (ii) are Z-absolute, and thus present Qf as a small
dense subcategory of (1 ;

(iv) the full embedding Z: (f 4 [Qf oP,0] is finitary, and has the left
adjoint - * Z : [Qfop, 0] -&#x3E; Q; 

(v) Q is complete;
(vi) the replete image of Z is the category Leje[Qfop, G] of left-exact

functors QfoP-&#x3E; 0, so that Z induces an equivalence Q= Lex [QfoP,0] .
PROOF. Write g for the closure of q in (1 under finite colimits; it is

small by (7.1 ), and of course finitely cocomplete; and by (4.14) it is con-

tained in Qt. Write K: g-&#x3E; Q for the inclusion; since g is a strong gener-
ator so a fortiori is g 3g, so that by (3.1) the functor k: (I gop, 0]
is finitary, conservative, and right-adjoint; its left adjoint is in fact - * K

by the definition of the latter. For any A c (i let f3 denote the canonical

cone consisting of all maps g: G 4 A with G E §, so that 8Gg = 9 ; the

indexing category K.IA of this cone is filtered, since by (4.7) §o is clos-
ed under finite conical colimits in (10. The image K f3 of the cone /3 un-

der k has, since XK = Y , the components Kg; G) -+ K A, and is in
fact precisely the canonical cone 11 of (6.5) for the functor K A: gop 0 ;
for the maps g(-, G)-&#x3E;K A correspond by Yoneda to the elements of

V(kA)G = V Q(KG, A) = (1.(G,A),
or the maps g: G -&#x3E; A. But K A = Q -, A) is a left exact functor gop -&#x3E; 0, 
since K preserves finite colimits and Q (-,A) converts them into limits.
Hence Kj6 IL is a colimit cone by (6.11). But the conservative and finit-

ary K reflects filtered colimits ; so that B is already a colimit cone in (i

If /1 6 Qf, it follows from (2.12) that some g: G -&#x3E; A with G c q is a re-

traction, with say g i = 1 Then g: G -&#x3E; A is the coequalizer of 1, i g :
G -&#x3E; G, and hence by (4.3) A belongs to §, since § is closed under finite
colimits. As we already have that g C Qf, we conclude that § = (if’ and
that K coincides with Z . This completes the proof of (i) and of (ii). We
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also have (iii), since we have seen that the colimit B is preserved by 2 ;
so that (If is dense in a by [*I Thm 5.19, and Z is fully faithful. Ve

now have (iv), and also (v) because a is reflective in the complete

[Q f op,0]. As for (vi), we have already observed that each Z A is left

exact. For the converse, let F: QfoP-&#x3E; 0 be left exact. Then, by (6.11),
F is a filtered colimit of representables in L Cl OP 01 . But the represent-
ables lie in the replete image of Z , since ZZ = Y ; and this image is
closed under filtered colimits in [QfoP, 0] , since Z is finitary.

(7.3) COROLLARY. For a cocomplete Cl, the following are equivalent:
(i) Q is locally finitely presentable ;
(ii) (if is small and strongly generating;
(iii) Qf is small and dense;
r iv) (j is a full reflective subcategory of some [f,0] with f small

and with the inclusion Q-&#x3E; [f,0] finitary. (Here the cocompleteness of
cr is automatic

(7.4) There are simple generalizations in which «finite» is replaced through-

out - except in (5.12) - by «of cardinal  a », where a is a small regular
cardinal. An ordinary category is an a-category if its set of morphisms has

cardinal  a. A cone or a conical limit is a-small, or is an a-cone or an

a-limit, if its indexing category is an a-category. An ordinary category 2

is a-filtered if every functor from an a-category into 2- is the base of some
inductive cone; and a (small) conical limit is a-filtered if its indexing cat-

egory is a-filtered. Generalizing ( 1.2), a-filtered colimits commute in Set 

with a-limits. A 0-functor is a-ary if it preserves a-filtered colimits, and

has a rank if it is a-ary for some (small) a ; whereupon its rank is the least

such a . The object G of cr is a-presentable if Q (G, - ): (1-+ 0 is a-ary,
and is presentable if it is a-presentable for some a . We write aa for the
full subcategory of a-presentable objects; and as in (2.6), the a-present-
able sets are the a-small ones. The 0-category Q is locally a-presentable
if it is cocomplete and has a strong generator g C (ja ; and it is locally

presentable if it is locally a-presentable for some (small) a. An,indexing

type H: J( -+ 0 is a-small if ob K has fewer than a isomorphism classes,
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each K(k, k’) lies in 0a, and H factorizes through (3 a ; a limit indexed
by such an H is called an a-limit ; when 0 = 8*1 these reduce to the con-

ical a-limits above; and for a general 0 with Do l.f.p, they reduce as in

(3.4) to conical a-limits and the x^ - with x E 0a . A 0-category is a-

complete if it admits a-limits , and a 0-functor is a-le ft-exact if it preserves
them ; the a-analogues of the results of Section 4 are all valid. When 0 =

8*1 and Q is locally a-presentable with strong generator § C (1a ’ the
proof in (7.2) carries over, and in particular exhibits (1 a as the closure

of g in S under a-colimits. Applying this to the I.f.p. and hence locally

a-presentable Go, we see that 0-a is the closure of 0,,,f under a-colimits.
Always supposing that 0 satisfies the hypothesis (5.12), we conclude

that x O y c Do a if x, y E (3o a ; and since I E 0o f C Co a , we get from the
a-versions of ( 5.2 ) and (5.3) the equivalence of x E Do a with x E 0a. 
Now everything above carries over to the case of general a . There is one

comment to be made: since every A in the locally a-presentable d is a

colimit of objects in Qa, and since this colimit is small and hence B-
small for some B &#x3E; a , the object A is, in fact, B-presentable - so that

every object in Q is presentable. We continue to write only of the finitary

case, leaving the reader to make the easy generalizations - except when

the result requires the general case.

(7.5) PROPOSITION. When (1 is l. f.p, so is Qo, and Qof = df 0. Converse-
ly, a co complete Q is l. f.p. if Qo is l. f.p. and i f (1ot C Qf o . 
P ROO F. When d is I.f.p., Qo is cocomplete since Q is, by [*] Section

3.8. Moreover each A f do is by (7.2) a filtered colimit in Qo of objects

G E Qfo; and these colimits are preserved by the (tor G, -) with G c (1to ,
since Q f o C Qo f by (5.3). By [*] Thm 5.19, therefore, the small subcat-
egory Q f o C Qo f is dense, and a fortiori strongly generating, in (10; so
that (I. is I.f.p. By (7.2) again, Qo f is the closure of Q f o in Qo under
finite colimits ; but this is Qf o itself, since Qfo is closed under finite co-
limits by (7.2) and (4.7).

Conversely, if do is I.f.p., and 8 is cocomplete with Qo f C Q f o,
every A E Q is the filtered colimit in Qo, and hence in Q , of objects
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G E Qo f. Because Qo f C Q f o , this colimit is preserved by the d(G, - )
with G c Qof. By [*] Thm 5.19, therefore, the full subcategory of Q det-
erm ined by the objects in (10f is dense in Q ; and it is contained in Ctf
whence d is I.f.p.

(7.6) PROPOSITION. then Q is L. f.p., a functor T: Q -&#x3E; 93 is finitary
exactly when 1: T Z -&#x3E; TZ exhibits T as the left Kan extension of TZ

along the inclusion Z : Qf -&#x3E; Q. When, moreover, 93 admits filt ered colirrt-
its, L anZ H exists for all H ; Q f -&#x3E; B; and LanZ gives an equivalence
between [Qf, B] and the 0-category Fin [Q, B] o f all finitary functors
Q -&#x3E;B, wvth the restriction [Z , 1] along Z as its equivalence-inverse.
P ROO F. Given (7.2), this follows from Thm 4.98, Thm 4.99, and Lemma

5.18, of [*].

(7.7) REM ARK. BBben (j is l.f.p. so is So by (7.5); and then by (1.3),
if 93 admits filtered colimits, T : Q -&#x3E; B is finitary exactly when To :

Qo -&#x3E; Bo is so. It follow s from (7.6) that the identity map expresses T as

L anZ TZ if and only if the identity map expresses To as LanZoT oZo . Thus
for any H: Qf -&#x3E; B where B admits filtered colimits, we have (LanZ H)o-

LanZ o Ho . *hen Jl is cocomplete, it therefore follows from [*] 4.2 an iso-

morphism f G E Q f Q(Z G, A)HOG = f G EQfo Q(ZG, A). HG
between functors Qo -&#x3E; Bo . This strikes the author as surprising. When

T3 = t and (f == 0, for instance, both 0 and . are the cartesian product,
if we regard (to( Z G, A ) as the discrete category formed by the objects of

Q(Z G, A )= [Z G, A ] ; so that here the difference between Q (ZG, A)x H G
and Clo (Z G, A) X H G is exactly balanced out by the extra relations (in-

volving the 2-cells) which occur in the passage in the quotient on the left

side.

(7.8) When Q is l. f.p., a functor s: (t -+ 93 is a le ft adjoint precisely when
it is cocontinuous.

P ROOF. Since Q has by (7.2) the small dense subcategory (if the result
follows from [*] Thm 5.33.

(7.9) When both Q and 93 are locally presentable, a func tor T: (1-+ 93 has
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a left adjoint S precisely when it is cocontinuous and has a rank.
P ROO F. For one direction, it suffices to illustrate by the case where

C1 and 93 are I.f.p. and the continuous T is finitary. Then T has a left

adjoint by [*] Thm 5.32, since filtered colimits present Qf as dense in
(1, since 93 is the closure under small colimits of Bf , since T preserves
filtered colimits, and since each B(H, -) with H E B f also preserves fil-
tered colimits.

For the other direction, it suffices to illustrate by the case where

(i and 93 are I.f.p. The small subcategory S(Bf) of (1 is then by (7.4)
contained in Q for some regular cardinal a . Then 5 (93a) C Cla, since

by the a-analogue of (7.2) the closure of 93f in 93 under a-colimits is

93 a , and Qa is closed under a-colimits. To show that T preserves a-

filtered colimits, it suffices by (3.6) to prove that all B (H, T - ) with

H E Ba does so; but 53 (H, T-) 1 Q(SH, -) does so because SH c (t a
(7.10) REMARK. We have now used the full strength of Hypothesis (5.12) :

as remarked in ( 4.15 ), the proof of ( 4.9 ) used Hypothesis (4.4), th ar U.
is I.f.p. ; as remarked in ( 6.13 ), the proof of (6.9) used the part 0of C 0fo 
of (5.12) ; and now the remaining part 0fo C 0of of (5.12) has been used

in the proof of ( 7 .1 ) .

8. SOME PROPERTIES OF LOCALLY FINITELY PRESENTABLE Q

WHEN 0 = Set 

(8.1) Because of (7.5), many of the properties of an I.f.p. 8 - including
various characterizations of (If - can be carried over directly from the clas-
sical case S = Set, as studied by Gabriel-Ulmer in [7]. Because the pre-
sent article is in other respects so near to being self-contained, we take

the liberty of recalling some of these here, with sketches of their proofs.

(8.2) Because we are concerned in this section only with C1 that are co-

complete and finitely complete, a regular epimorphism (in the sense of, say,
[8] ) is the same thing as a coequalizer of some pair of maps, being the

coequalizer of its kernel-pair. The regular factorization f = n q of a map

f: A -+ B is its factorization through the coequalizer q of the kernel-pair
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of f . When 8 has a generator §, this q is equally the coequalizer of the

evident maps O, Y : Z.G E g M (G, f). G -&#x3E; A, where M(G, f ) is the set of

those pairs u, v : G - A with fu = f v . Because Q is finitely complete,
the strong epimorphisms of [8] coincide with the extremal epimotphisms -
those maps that factorize through no proper subobject of their codomain.
The regular epimorphisms are extremal; and the converse is true if and

only if the regular epimorphisms are closed under composition, which is

further equivalent to the assertion that the n of any regular factorization

f = n q is monomorphic (cf. [8] ).

( 8.3 ) (Cf. [7] Section 6.6 ) If d has a generator q C Qf (not necessarily
a strong one - d could be topological spaces, which is not I.f.p. ), write

go for the clo sure of g in (j under finite coproducts. L et f: A -&#x3E; B be a

regular epimorphism with A f Clf. Then B c Q f precisely when f is the

coequaliz er o f maps u , v : H -&#x3E; A with H c g6.
PROOF. One direction is trivial by ( 2.5 ). For the other, f is by (8.2) the

coequalizer of 0, Y : K -&#x3E; A where K is a coproduct of objects of g. The

coprojections iH : H -&#x3E; K of the finite sub-coproducts of its summands ex-

press K as a filtered colimit of objects H E g6. If BH is the coequalizer

of 0 i Hand rfr iH, we have induced maps PH : BH -&#x3E; B ; and these express
B as a filtered colimit, since colimits commute with colimits, and since

the filtered colimit of the functor constant at A is A. The connecting maps

BH-&#x3E; BH’ for H C H’ being clearly epimorphisms, and each B H being f.p.
by (2.5), some p H is an isomorphism by (2.12).

(8.4) (Cf. [7] Section 6.6) For any f: A -&#x3E; B in 8, write f = n1 ql for

its regular factorization, where n1 : A 1-&#x3E; B . Now let nl - n2 q2 be the

regular factorization of nl , with n2: A2 -&#x3E; B , and write pl for q1 : A -&#x3E; A1
and P2 for q2 ql : A -&#x3E; A2 . If we continue thus transfinitely, defining Pa:
A - Aa as the colimit of the pB for B  a when a is a limit ordinal, we

get a sequence of factorizations na pa of f, in each of which pa is an

extremal epimorphism. The sequence becomes stationary at some a if and

only if na is monomorphic, and then a pa is the (unique) factorization of

f into an extremal epimorphism and a monomorphism. If u has a generator
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§C Qf, the sequence becomes stationary at the first infinite ordinal (ù.

For, in proving n. a monomorphism, it suffices to consider pairs u, v:

G-&#x3E;A w with n Cù u = n 6) v and G E g. Because G is f.p. and A w is the fil-
tered colimit of the Ai with i  oi such u, v factorize through Ai -* A (ù
for some i  (ù, say via x, y: G - /1.. Now, since nix = niy, we have

qi+1 x - qi+1 y , giving u = v as desired.

It is clear from (8.2) that an obj ect A of such a category f1 has

but a small set of regular-epimorphic quotients ; and now it follows from

the above that an object A of such an Q has but a small set of extremal

epimorphic quotients. This is true in particular of any l.f.p. Q, and o f any
locally presentable f1 by a trivial extension.

(8.5) A generator § of d is said to be projective when e ach g ( G, - ) :
f1-+ Set preserves regular epimorphisms. When this is so it follows easily
that the n in any regular factorization n q is a monomorphism, so that reg-
ular and extremal epimorphisms coincide by (8.2). When the projective

generator 9 is a stro ng generator, say with inclusion K : g -&#x3E; Q, the exist-
ence of the conservative, right-adjoint K: (1-+ [goP ,Set] shows that (I

has the further property of being a regular category, in the sense that reg-
ular epimorphisms are stable under pullback; for this is trivially true in

Set and hence in [goP, Set], and a conservative right adjoint clearly re-
flects extremal epimorphisms. The classical construction of regular quo-

tients, via congruences, in the category of algebras of a (many-sorted) fin-

itary algebraic theory, shows that the Fx 7 } of ( 3.5 ) constitute a projec-
tive strong generator, so that such a category is regular. We can infer that

o is not such a category; for there the extremal epimorphism from 2 to

the one-object category given by the monoid {1, e} with e2 = e is not

regular.

(8.6) We have from [7] Satz 7.14 a result stronger than that at the end of

(8.4): if Q is locally presentable, any A c (1 has but a small set o f epi-
morphic quotients - that is, Q is cowellpowered. ((I is trivially wellpo wer-
ed, since it has a strong generator. ) This may be seen by first passing to

the comma-category A/Q of objects under A . This is cocomplete ; and
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the projection d:A/Q-&#x3E; (1 is conservative, has the left adjoint B l--&#x3E; A + B,
and preserves all connected - and hence all filtered - colimits. Accordingly

A/Q is locally a-presentable if 8 is, by (3.3). Now f: A - B is epimor-

phic in (1 exactly when f : 1 A -&#x3E; f is epimorphic in A/Q ; but 1 A is the

initial object in /1/Q.
It suffices, then, to prove that the initial object 0 of a locally-

presentable d has but a small set of epimorphic quotients. Call an epi-

morphic image K of 0 an atom, and write K for the full subcategory of d

given by the atoms. Clearly K is a preordered set, since any two maps
K -&#x3E; B coincide if K c K. To prove K small it will more than suffice to

prove K locally presentable; for then it is complete by (7.2) and well-

powered by (8.6), and every object is a subobject of the terminal object.
In fact, if we choose some regular a &#x3E; N1 such that d is locally a-pre-

sentable, then K too is locally a-presentable.
First, K is closed under colimits in Q , since if each 0 -+ Ki is

epimorphic, so is 0 = colim 0 - colimKi ; hence K is cocomplete. We

show that Kn Q , which is clearly contained in Xa, is a strong generator
for K - in fact, dense in K. { Then, since Kn (1 a is closed in K under

a -colimits, it is in fact by (7.2 ) ( i ) the whole of Yt a .1 ’Write Z : Qa -&#x3E; Q 
and Z’:K nQa -&#x3E; Q for the inclusions; we shall show that for K c K the

comma-category Z/K has Z’/K as a final (full) subcategory - which will

be a-filtered since Z/K is. Then, since K is by (7.2) the canonical Z/K-
indexed colimit in Q of the objects in eta ’ it is also the canonical Z’/K-
indexed colimit, in 8 and hence in K , of the objects in K n Q a .This latter
a-filtered colimit is preserved by K( H, -) for all H c Kn(1a ; so that by
[ ] Thm 5.19 these colimits present Kn cra as dense in K.

Since Z/K is filtered, to prove the finality of Z’/K it suffices

by [*] Prop. 4.71 to show that any f: G -&#x3E; K with G c (ta factorizes through
some H E Kn Qa . To say that K is an atom is equally to say that the two

coprojections iK , jK : K -&#x3E; K + K coincide. It follows that the composites
of iG , j G: G -&#x3E; G + G with f + f : G + G -&#x3E; K + K coincide. Since K is the

a-filtered colimit of all the h:G’-+K with G’ E Qa, so K +K is the a-
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filtered colimit of the h+h: G’+G’-&#x3E; K+K. Since (î (G, -) preserves

this colimit, f is the composite of some g1 ; G -&#x3E; G1 and some f : G1 -&#x3E; K ,
w ith G1 E Qa , such th at (g1 + g1) iG = (g1+ g1) j G. Now repeat this pro-
cess, replacing f: G - K by f1: G1 -&#x3E; K , to get g2 : G1 -&#x3E; G2 with

and f 2: G2 -&#x3E; K with f, - f2 g2 ; and so on. Finally let the colimit of

be qn : Gn -&#x3E; H , inducin g f : H -&#x3E; K . Then H c Qa, since (fa is closed

under countable colimits. Moreover, since

and since we have

for all n ; so that iH - jH , and H c K. Thus H E K (1 (fa ’ as required.

(8.7) When we regard a small set q of objects of d as a discrete category
I gl , with inclusion Z : lg I -+ Q , the counit c of the adjunction

has components 6j YIG cg C:f(G, A). G -&#x3E; A , whose components in turn

are given by fA ,G,f = f for f: G -&#x3E; A . By the definitions of [*] Section

3.6, g is a generator [resp. a strong generator] when Z is faithful [resp.
conservative], which by [ ] Section 3.4 is the case precisely when each

CA is an epimorphism [resp. an extremal epimorphism]. We call 9 a reg-

ular generator when each EA is a regular epimorphism. Then, in the nota-

tion of (8.2), we have for each A c (1 a coequalizer diagram

so that our definition of regular generator agrees with that in [*] Section

4.10. It was observed there that each Q(G,-) with G c g preserves the

colimit (8.8), sending it in fact to a split coequalizer diagram in Set. Fin-

ally, a small dense full subcategory § is a fortiori a regular generator

(cf. L *1 Section 5.3), since we have the regular epimorphism
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(8.9) We have as in [*] Prop. 5.24 that, if q is a regular generator in
Q, the closure gZ of § under small coproducts is dense in (1 ; this fol-
lows from [ * J Thm 5.19, for the coequalizer diagrams (8.8) are preserved

by the Q (H, -) for H c gZ, a product of split coequalizer diagrams being
a split coequalizer diagram. More importantly, we have as in [ * J Prop.
5.24 that, if g is a regular generator contained in ’If -so that (t is l. f.p.
- the closure 9 a of g under finite coproducts is already dense in (t ;
this follows from [ * J Thm 5.19 because the infinite coproducts in (8.8) are

the filtered colimits of their finite sub-coproducts, and these filtered co-

limits are preserved by the Q (H, -) with H E g 6 , since g6 c (If by ( 2.5 ).
{In fact,g itself is dense in d if coproducts in 8 are universal; for

this, see [7] Satz 3.7.} 

(8.10) It is immediate that, if § is a generator or a strong generator, so

is any small g’ ) g. For regular generators this is still true but no longer
immediate. It suffices to show that, when the cA of (8.7) are regular epi-

morphisms, so is (cA, f): (I, (f ( G, A). G)+ C 4 A for any f : C 4 A. How-
ever the composite of (EA, f) with

is, by the naturality of c , the composite of cA with

Since the latter map is a retraction, its composite with CA is a regular epi-

morphism by [8] Prop. 2.1 ; thus (EA , f )( 1 + fC) is a regular epimorphism ;
and, since 1 + EC is an epimorphism, (EA , f) is a regular epimorphism by

[8] Prop. 2.2.

(8.11) (Cf. [7] Satz 7.6) Let 9 C crt be a regular generator o f the i.f.p. Cl,
and write ge for the set of objects which are coequalizers of pairs u, v :
H - K with H, Kcg’. Then Q f consists of the retracts of the objects

o f Qe; an d fit coincides with ge i f all extremal epimorphisms in Q are

regular.
P ROO F. By (2.5), (1¡ certainly contains all the retracts of the objects of
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. For the converse, let A c (1.t’ and express A as in (8.8) as the co-

equalizer of maps 0, Y : P - Q with P, Q E gZ. In the functor category

[-&#x3E;,Q] consider the canonical cone of vertex (0, Y) given by all maps

(i, j): (u, v)-&#x3E; (O,Y) of the form

where H, K c g6. It is easy to see that the comma category indexing this
cone is filtered ; for, since the coproduct P is the filtered colimit of its

finite sub-coproducts, every f: B - P with B E Q f factorizes through one

of these finite sub-coproducts, which lies in g 6 ; and similarly for maps
g: B -&#x3E; Q . The same reasoning shows that the i: H -+ P which occur in this
cone include all the coprojections from finite sub-coproducts of P ; while

the possibility of taking H = 0 shows that the j: K -&#x3E; Q which occur in-

clude all the coprojections from finite sub-coproducts of Q; and from these

observations it follows that this filtered cone is a colimit-cone. If Au vE ge
denotes the coequalizer of u, v in the diagram above, we conclude that the

c oequalizer A of O , glr is the filtered colimit of the Au , v ; so that, by

( 2.12), the f.p. A is a retract of some Au,v If the composite extremal

epimorphism K - Au,v -+ A is in fact a regular epimorphism, we have by

(8.3) that K E g e.

( 8.12) When Q is the category of algebras for an X-sorted finitary algebraic

theory, as in ( 2.8 ), it follows from (8.5) that extremal epimorphisms are

regular and that the {F x1}x E X constitute a regular generator. By (8.11),

therefore, (if consists of the coequalizers of the finite coproducts of the

Fx1, as stated in (2.7) and ( 2.8 ). When (1 = ealo, the ordinary category
of small categories, it is easy to verify (cf. [*] Section 5.3) that the or-

dered set 3 = 0, 1, 2} is dense in (1. A fortiori the set q of all free cat-

egories F g on some finite graph g is dense, since 3 is such. a category.

Hence § is certainly a regular generator, and §C Qf by (2.9). Thus, by
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(8.11), any A ((1t is a retract of an object of ge ; so that there is some

extremal epimorphism p : F g -&#x3E; A . If h is the image in A of the finite graph

g under p , then h too is a finite graph, with the same objects as A , which

generates A , the induced q : Fh -+ A being an extremal epimorphism. But

such a q , which is the identity on objects, is easily seen to be a regular

epimorphism. Hence by (8.3) we conclude that A E ge as asserted in (2.9 ).
Similar arguments apply to the category §pdo of small groupoids, and to

the subcategories of Cat o and gpd o mentioned in ( 3.5 ).

9. FINITARY ESSENTIALLY-ALGEBRAIC 0-THEORIES

(9.1) Whenever 00 is l.f.p., the closed category S is locally bounded in
the sense of [ * J Section 6.1, as is pointed out there; so that all the re-

sults of [* J Ch. 6 apply. Our aim now is to give more delicate results un-

der our present stronger hypothesis of (5.12), that 0 is I.f.p. as a closed

category. In addition, some of the results of [* ] admit simpler proofs under

this hypothesis.

(9.2) By a finitary essentially-algebraic 0-theory we mean a small finitely-
complete 0-category f. If if denotes the set of finite indexing types, this
is the same thing as an f-theory in the sense of [* J Section 6.3. We shall

henceforth omit, as understood, the adjective «essentially-algebraic», and

call 5’ a finitary 0-theory, or just a finitary theory. A model of 5 in 93 is

a left-exact functor f-&#x3E; 93 ; and these form a 0-category

A model of 5 in 0 is called a f-algebra ; and these form a 0-category,

Similarly, for a regular cardinal a , we define an a-ary 0-theory to be a

small a-complete l-category 5 ; and now a model or an algebra is to be
a-left-exact. The results below for finitary theories extend at once to a-

ary ones.

(9.3) For any small (3-category J( , let K: K -&#x3E; K be the full embedding
into its free completion under finite limits ; see [* I Section 5.7. Then, by
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(7.1) above, K is a finitary theory. By [*] Thm 5.35, restriction along
K gives for every finitely-complete B an equivalence Mod[R, B] z [K, 93],
whose equivalence-inverse is RanK ( right Kan extension along K ). When
K is the unit 0-category g , it follows from [* ] Thm 5.35 together with ( 3.

4) and (7.2) above that K = 0fop; and now, since Mod [0foP,B] = B for
any finitely-complete B, we may call rJtOP the finitary theory o f an object.
(9 .4) For any 0-theory 5’ , the representable f(t,-): f -&#x3E; C preserves

all limits and is therefore a 5-algebra. 5e conclude from [*] Prop. 5.16
that the Yoneda embedding Y: foP--&#x3E; [f, 0] factorizes through f -Alg ,
say via the fully-faith ful Z : f°P-&#x3E;f-Alg; the full inclusion f-Alg -&#x3E; [5, 0 ]
is isomorphic to Z where 2 F = 5"-Alg(Z -, F) ; and Z is a dense embed-
ding o f 5°P in f-Alg. It also follows from (4.12) that f-Alg is closed
in [f, 0] under filtered colimits, so that 5-Alg admits filtered colimits

and Z is finitary. (We know from [*] Thm 6.11 that 5-Alg is in fact re-

flective in [f, 0] , and hence complete and cocomplete ; but in the present
hypotheses we get a simpler proof of this in (9.7) below. )

(9.5) By a map M : 5 - 5" of finitary (3-theories we mean a left-exact func-

tor. Since FM : 5 - 1 is left exact when F : f’ -&#x3E; 0 is, the functor [M, 1] :

[ 1 ’, 0] -&#x3E; [f, 0] restricts to a functor M *: f =Alg -&#x3E; 5-A lg ; such a func-
tor between categories of algebras induced by a map of theories is called

an alge braic functor. Note that M * is finitary ; for [M, 1] preserves all

colimits, while 5’-Alg and 5-Alg are closed under filtered colimits. Now

by (6.12 ), the left adjoint LanM : [f,0] -&#x3E; [f’, 0] o f [ M, 1 I restricts to

a functor M * : f-Alg -&#x3E; f-Alg left adjoint to M * . Since

we have commutativity to within isomorphism in each square of the diagram

The commutativity of the left square here is, by [*] Prop. 6.16, a general
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fact about maps of f-theories for any ? and any 0; that of the right square,
however, depending on (6.12), is special to I.f.p. 0 and finitary (or more

generally a-ary) theories.

(9.7) For the finitary theory 5, let K: 5’ be, as in (9.3), the embed-

ding into the free finite-limit completion of f. Since ? is finitely com-

plete, there is a left-exact L: f -&#x3E; f, unique to within isomorphism, for

which L K = 1: f-&#x3E; 5 . The composite of L *: f-Alg -&#x3E; f-Alg ( which is

just composition with L ) and the equivalence 5--Alg = 5, 01 of (9.3)

(which is given by composition with K) is just the inclusion Z :

5’-Alg , [f, 0] . Since L * has a left adjoint by (9.5), so has so that
5’-Alg is a reflective full subcategory of [f,0].
(9.8) THEOREM. For a finitary theory 5, the category 5-Alg is l.f.p.;
and (f-Alg )f is the replete image of the embedding Z: fop -&#x3E; 5-Alg, and
is hence equivalent to f op. Moreover a category (f is equivalent to f-Alg
for some finitary theory f precisely when (1 is l.f.p., whereupon f= Qf oP.
PROOF. f-Alg is l.f.p. by (3.1) and (9.7), since 2 is finitary by (9.4).
The representables f( t, - ) being f.p. in [f,0] by (2.2), their images

under the left adjoint - *Z of 2 are f.p. in 5-Alg by (2.4). But they are
their own images, since the representables already lie in 5-Alg ; whence
foP C (f-Alg)f. Since foP is dense in 5-Alg by (9.4), it follows from

(7.2) that (f-Alg)f is the closure of foP in 5-Alg under finite colimits.
This, however, is just the repletion of foP ; for Z : fop-&#x3E; 5--Alg preserves
finite colimits. To see this, it suffices to observe that f-Alg(Z-, F):
f-&#x3E;0 preserves finite limits for each F E f -Alg ; but 5-Alg(Z -, F) is

just 2 F, or F seen as an object of [f, 0] - and the algebra F is by def-
inition left exact. The final assertion now follows from (7.2).

(9.9) THEOREM. Let f be a finitary theory and let 93 be cocomplete.
A functor S: 5-Alg - 93 has a left adjoint T precisely when it is cocontin-
uous ; and then its restriction C = SZ : fop -&#x3E; B is a comodel for 5, in
the sense that GoP: f -&#x3E; Bop is a model. Moreover 1 : SZ -&#x3E; SZ then ex-

presses S as Lanz G. On the other hand, a given functor G: Jop -&#x3E; 93 is

a comodel precisely when G: B-&#x3E; [J,0] factorizes through the full em-
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bedding Z : J-Alg -&#x3E; [J , 0] , say as G - 2 T ; then T has the le ft adjoint
S = LanZ G, and SZ = G. In this way we obtain an equivalence of o-
categories

the equivalence from left to right being composition with Z and that from
right to left being LanZ .
PROOF. When account is taken of [*] Thm 6.11, this is a special case

of [ *I Thm 5.56. The latter result, however, is very general; accordingly,
we give a simple direct proof in the present case. Z being fully faithful,
so is LanZ by[*] Thm 4.99, and (LanZ G)Z = G for any G by[*]
Prop. 4.23. We have therefore only to identify the image under LanZ of the

comodels G. Since SZ is trivially a comodel if S is cocontinuous, this

image contains the cocontinuous S by [ * ] Thm 5.29; and a cocontinuous

S is left adjoint by (7.8) and (9.8). For the other direction, we observe

that G is a comodel when G preserves finite colimits, which is to say that

B (G -, B ): J -&#x3E; 0 preserves finite limits for each B E B, or that G: 
B -&#x3E; [J, 0 ] factorizes through J-Alg as G = ZF for some T . But then

T has as left adjoint S the restriction (- * G)2 = Z - * G of the left ad-

joint - * G of G ; so that S = Lanz G by [*] Section 4.1. Thus for each
model G, LanZ G is cocontinuous.

(9.10) THEOREM. L et 5 be a finitary theory, let B be cocomplete, and

let the adjunction S -l T: B -&#x3E; J-Alg be related to the comodel G: Jop -&#x3E; 93
as in (9.9), by S = LanZ G and G Z SZ. Then T is finitary if and only
if G(JoP) c Bf. 
PROOF. If T is finitary, (2.4) gives S((J-Alg)f) C Bf, and hence

G (JoP) C Sr, by (9.9) and (9.8). For the converse, since Z is finitary

and conservative, T is finitary by (1.3) if G is so. Since colimits in

[3B!3] are formed pointwise, G is finitary when each Et G:B-&#x3E;0 is

finitary. However Et G = B( G t , - ), which is finitary since G t E Bf
(9.11) PROPOSITION (cf. [7] Satz 7.8). Suppose that the eC: Jop-&#x3E;B of

(9.10) not only takes it s values in Sr, but is fully faithful. Then S is
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fully faithful, and its image is the closure of G(JoP ) in B under small
colimits.

P ROO F. S is fully faithful precisely when the unit 1 -+ T S is an iso-

morphism. Since both T and S are finitary, and since 5-Alg is by (6.11)
the closure of 5°P under filtered colimits, it suffices to prove that nZ:
Z - T5Z is an isomorphism; or equivalently that Z n Z : Z Z -&#x3E; Z T S Z is

an isomorphism in [J,0]. But ZZ = Y, and Z T SZ = G G by (9.9);

and Zn Z is the canonical map Y -&#x3E; G G , which is an isomorphism (see

[*] Section 4.2) if G is fully faithful. Since 5-Alg is the closure of 5°P

under filtered colimits, the image of 5 is contained in the closure in 93 of

G(JoP) under small colimits, and therefore coincides with this closure.

(9.12) EXAMPLE (cf. [7], loc. cit.). With 0 = Set, let 93 be the dual of

the category of compact Hausdorff spaces. By [7] Section 6.5, Bf consists
of the finite spaces. Takin g 5 = Sef t = (B f)°p and G to be the inclusion,
w e get by (9.11) an identification of (Set -Alg)oP with the small-limit clo-
sure in BOP of the finite spaces : that is, the category of totally-discon-
nected compact spaces. On the other hand, S.efrAlg is easily seen to be

the category of boolean algebras.

(9.13) PROPOSITION. If 5- and 5" are finitary theories, a functo r T :

J’=Alg -&#x3E; 5-Alg is algebraic - that is, o f the form M * for some map M :

5"’-+ 5’ o f theories - precisely when it is finitary and has a left adjoint.
P ROO F. One direction comes from (9.5), and the other from (9.9) and

(9.10) on taking B = J’-Alg .
(9.14) We can improve (9.13) by observing that ev ery 0-natural trans-

formation M1* -&#x3E; M2* between algebraic functors is induced by a unique 0-
natural transformation M1 -&#x3E; M2 . In fact the situation is still richer than

this. Denote by 1-5h the (0-Cat)-category whose objects are the finitary
0-theories and whose hom-object 0-Th(J,J’) is the 0-category Lex[J,J’],
a full subcategory of [J, J’]. Denote by (3-2fp the (0-Cat)-category 
whose objects are the l.f.p. 0-categories and whose hom-object 0-2fp(Q,Q’)
is the full sub-Lq-category of [Q, Q’] given by the finitary 0-functors with
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left adjoints. Then (9.9) and (9.10) give an equivalence

so that, by(9.8), we have in fact a biequivalence

The functor sending the (3-theory ? to 5-Alg may be called the semantics
functor Sem , and that sending the I.f.p. (1 to Qf P may be called the
structure functor Str. We can in fact define Str on a category 0-fin bigger
than 0-2fp; the objects are now all cocomplete (I with Qf small, and

the hom-object is still the full subcategory of (Q, Q’] given by the finit-

"ary functors with left adjoints ; this hom-object is in general not a 0-cat-

egory, but a C)’-category for some larger 0’ in a higher universe. If StrQ

is still defined as (ftOP, we have a biadjunction

since (9.9) and (9.10) give

(9.18) It follows from (7.5) that if J as a finitary 0-theory, then Jo is
a finitary Sd-theory an d (J -Alg )o = Jo-Alg . Using (6.11 ), (7-2). ’7.5)

and (9.8), we can describe the equivalence in detail: the 5-algebra F:
5- -:o C is sent to the Jo-algebra VFo : Jo -&#x3E; Set; while the equivalence-
inverse sends the Jo-algebra H: Jo -&#x3E; Set to the colimit F in [J, 0] of

the canoncial functor Yo doP: (elH)oP - [J,0]o of (6.5). Not every

finitary Set-theory need admit an enrichment to a finitary 0-theory, since
an I.f.p. ordinary category need admit no enrichment to a 0-category. Thus,
when C = (1,&#x26;, the I.f.p. category of all groups admits no additive struc-

ture. Then 0 = ear or gpd, however, every finitary Set-theory 8 admits

at least one enrichment to a finitary 0-theory 5 ; it suffices to take 5 to

be 8, made into a 2-category with only identity 2-cells ; then 5 trivially

admits the cotensor product 2 rfi t , and is hence finitely complete as a 2-

category and a fortiori as a gpd-category. Such an S may admit two dif-
ferent enrichments to a finitary 0-theory: taking 0 = Cat again, we have

the 0-theory Cat f oP of an object; and if 8 is the underlying category

ealo to P of this, the 5 constructed above is not Cat f oP. In fact,
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(Catf op )-Alg = eat, while J-Alg is the 2-category of all small categories,
all functors, but only identity 2-cells.

10. FINITARY 0-SKETCHES

(10.1) By a finitary 0-sketch (S, O), or just (D for short, we mean a small

0-category S togeth er with a small set (D 0 : By -+ S( A , Py -)} y E T ,
where the Hy : Ky -&#x3E;0 are finite indexing types, where P ; Ky .... S , and
where A Y c A model of (D in B is a functor F : S -&#x3E; B such that each

c ylinder

is a limit-cylinder in 93; and a model of O in 0 is called a O-aigebra ; 
see [*] Section 6.3. The results of [*] Ch. 6 all apply; and in fact the

proof of [*] Thm 6.5 can be simplified in our present case, replacing the

appeal to Theorem 10.2 of [9] by one to the simpler Theorem 6.2 of [9]. In

particular, from [*] Section 6.4, we get

( 10.2) THEOREM. Consider the composite of the Yoneda embedding
SOP , [S, 0] and the re flexion o f [S, 0] onto (D-Alg, and let Jop be the

closure o f its image in O-Alg under finite colimits, so that we have a func-
tor K: S -&#x3E; J. Then K is a model of (D, and is fully faithful precisely when
the cylinders (Dy are already limi-cylinders in S. The sketch (D and the

finitary theory 5’ have the same models in any finitely-complete B, res-
triction along K giving an equivalen ce Mod[J ,B] = O-Mod [S , B] , who se

equivalence-inverse is given by right Kan extension along K.

( 10.3) If 5 and J’ are finitary 0-theories, we have as in [*] Section 6.5

the sketch (J O J’, O), where O is so chosen that a (D-model in 53 is a

functor F: JOJ’-&#x3E;B with each F(t, -) and each F(-, s) left exact. The

corresponding finitary theory in the sense of ( 10.2 ), which was denoted

in [*] by J Of 5 ’ when the appropriate set of indexing types was may
be denoted here by 5 Olex J’.
(10.4) P ROPO SITION. 1 f (t is l. f. p. and J is a finitary theory, then

Mo d[ J (11 is l. f. p.
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PROOF. S is equivalent by (9.8) to 5 ’-Alg for some finitary theory 5’ .

Now Mod[J, Q] = Mod[J, Mod[J’Q] ] is equivalent by [*] Section 6.5

to the l.f.p. category (JOlex J’)-Alg.
( 10.5) Let 5 and 5’ be finitary C-theories as in (10.3), and let K:

JOJ’-&#x3E; J OlexJ’ be the «generic model» of 0, as in (10.2). At the level
of ordinary categories, let (Jo x J’o ,Y) be the sketch whose algebras in

C are the functors Jox J’o -&#x3E; C left exact in each variable separately, and

let L : Jo x J’o-&#x3E; JoOlex J’o be the generic model. Let N : JoxJ’o -&#x3E; (J O J’) o
be th e canonical functor of [*] Section 1.4, and recall that, if F ; J O J’-&#x3E;Q
is any 0-functor, the partial functors of FoN are (F(t, -))o and (F(-, s))o 
We see at once that the composite KoN:JoxJ’o-&#x3E;(JO lex J)o is left

exact in each variable separately, and therefore factorizes (to within iso-

morphism) through L to give a map M: Jo Olex J’,o 0 lex -&#x3E; of the-
ories. This map is not an equivalence of theories: the theory Of op of an

object is the identity for the olex of 0-theories, so that

which is different from 0fo op O lex 0 f op o; when 0 = Cat, the first is the

theory of a category, while the second is the theory of a double category.

More generally, we have for any finitary 0-theory J a map of theories

the corresponding functor 0o fOP x Jo -&#x3E; Jo left exact in each variable is

that sending ( x, t ) to X fj1t. The relation between theory-maps

and 0-enrichments of the finitary Set-theory 8 will be discussed in the

second part of this article.
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